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ABSTRACT
This study introduces a system design in a form of cognitive dialog
game (DiaCog) to support pedagogical factors and student learning model
ideas. The purpose of the study is to describe how such a design achieves
tracking and adapting students’ knowledge and mastery learning levels as
a cognitive assistant. Also, this study shows alternative ways for supporting
intelligent personal learning, tutoring systems, and MOOCS. This paper
explains method called DiaCog that uses structure for students` thinking
in an online dialog by tracking student`s level of learning/knowledge status.
The methodology of computing is the semantic that match between students`
interactions in a dialog. By this way it informs DiaCog’s learner model to
inform the pedagogical model. Semantic fingerprint matching method
of DiaCog allows making comparisons with expert knowledge to detect
students` mastery levels in learning. The paper concludes with the DiaCog
tool and methodologies that used for intelligent cognitive assistant design
to implement pedagogical and learner model to track and adapt students’
learning. Finally, this paper discusses future improvements and planned
experimental set up to advance the techniques introduced in DiaCog design.
© 2018 IJCRSEE. All rights reserved.

1. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent cognitive assistants and tools
can be implemented in e-learning platforms
and massive open online source courses systems (MOOCS) to reduce the educational
costs and improving life quality of people and
to address the educational needs of people who
are unable to leave their home due to their care
needs. Although such users can easily access
to current MOOCS platforms, they may not
fully benefit from them since there are some
technical challenges to overcome. For example, MOOCS platforms are usually criticized
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about failing to provide a social environment
that enables having constructive cognitive
feedback opportunities in a sustained engagement during the online courses (Nkuyubwatsi, 2013; Kop et al., 2011; Zapata, 2010).
Discussion forums are used where students have most of the social interaction to
help each other and to discuss ideas related to
the learning topics in MOOCS (Ezen-Can et
al., 2015). Discussing ideas on learning topic
have positive impacts on students learning
and building knowledge in online platforms
(Palmer et al., 2008).
On the other hand, we observe that discussion forums bring several issues in learning despite their positive benefits on learning.
For example, a poor designed and implemented discussion forum activity may not support
to discuss at all. The engagement of students
may be very superficial (Bain, 2011; Hawkey,
2003; Thomas, 2002). Thus, discussion on online platforms may provide support for learning but it is not guaranteed that all the participants of the dialog may join to the ongoing
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discussion or the discussion is deep and meaningful. There is still have more to explore in
students’ dialog in technology supported applications. Especially, we need to know which
students actively and meaningfully participate
to the dialogs and which of them learn from
the dialog as the knowledge building activities
emerges in ongoing dialogs.
Using new cognitive assistants can be
supported with contemporary dialog technologies. By this way, it may be possible to
improve students’ positive learning results
by tracking meaningful dialog participation
and interaction. To enable these functions, it
is possible to design modern applications that
track and adapt knowledge level of students. It
may allow us to closely understand students’
dialog-based learning interactions.
To address the need of designing new
applications as described here, this study discusses the design of a modern learning tool
that is called as DiaCog. The remaining of the
paper presents how DiaCog design enables alternative dialogic interactions and modeling
learning processes in a meaningful way.

Table 1. An Example Dialog

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Designing Interaction and
Interface
Table 1 shows a part of a hypothetical
dialog. This dialogue is an example of interaction between players in a typical dialogue
game. Dialog may go in a way that the players may reply to previous entries so that there
is no linear order in the dialog. Therefore, the
ongoing dialog cannot be read as reading a
page of a book in a top to down direction because the events are non-linear. The rounds are
indicated by round numbers in the first bracket
and the dialog moves are coded in the second
bracket at the end of players’ entries.

DiaCog has essential functions such as
a)interface interactions tied to the meaning
that the users wish to communicate, b)dialog
roles and specific rooms, c)structured moves
categorized as interface elements, and d)dialog rules in order to carry the user’s goals (e.g.
turn taking). These functions create the basic
environment for successful collaborative argumentations that teachers may apply dialog46
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based learning scenarios to support students in
practicing their argumentation skills and creative thinking skills.
Figure 1 illustrates the typical design of
DiaCog’s dialog game window. In Figure 1,
participants are required to select moves from
the list of available speech acts (see Label #
1) and related openers (see Label#2) and type
a free text of their response into the text box
(see Label #3). After finishing building the
expressions, participants submit their replies
once they click the “Act” button (“See Label
#4).

design first before deciding for the LM design
(DM will not be discussed here since it may
dramatically change due to the topic and learning domain which is difficult to comprehend
in the study). Following section describes the
pedagogical strategies for designing PM.
2.3. Pedagogical Model
To tackle the design questions of selecting a suitable learning model for MOOC, we
form relationships between domain model
(DM), pedagogical model (PM) and learning
model (LM). Then, we need to analyze the
educational needs of typical students to build
PM. For PM design, we list learning theories
and values to track in Table 2 and Table 3
based on an extended version of Sottilare et
al (2013).
Table 2. Followed theories for Pedagogical Model

Figure 1. The typical design of DiaCog’s dialog game
2.2. Design of Pedagogical and Learner
Models in DiaCog
Student state tracking and adaptation is
a common application in intelligent tutoring
system (ITS), which can guide us for the design
decisions for cognitive assistant implementations. In the context of modern ITS design, the
educational needs of students are tracked and
adapted by domain model, pedagogical model and learner model. Domain model (DM)
tracks the set of skills, atomic components of
knowledge objects and content-based strategies. Learner model(LM) tracks cognitive,
motivational, affective and other psychological states of learners during the tutoring activities. Pedagogical model (PM) decides tutoring
strategies and course of action by taking input
from LM and DM.

Figure 2. Presentation and relations of
LM, PM. adn DM
As Figure 2 demonstrates, since LM and
DM feed PM, it is a better to decide the PM
www.ijcrsee.com
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Table 3. Followed values and variables
for Pedagogical Model

As given in Figure 2, considering the
roles of different models in system design,
cognitive assistant adaptation and tracking related modules may take large number of variables to adaptn in theory. However, in practice, the numbers of variables
are relatively small due to scale up issues.
PM can be designed by using different
pedagogical strategies as presented in Table
3. In our design, we selected a purposeful
PM strategy that is fitting the nature of the
pedagogical needs of students’ that are learning by engaging interactive dialogs in discussions. For this purpose, specifically considering the dialog-based model of Di-aCog,
selected PM should track self-regulation and
social constructivist educational needs (and
linked values) since these are suitable for
learning by dialogs strategies in where the
learner arrives at solutions through active
participation in dialog interactions. In DiaCog, tracking and adaptation of these values
are achieved by LM, which feed the PM.
The design process of LM and methods that
LM uses explained in the following section.

48

2.4. Learner Model
Learner models usually infer the diagnosis like a feature to represent the current
knowledge state of the students including
learning difficulties and misconceptions (Conati, 2002). The learner model is dynamically
updated as students build knowledge thus the
model represents about latest understanding
of the students (Bull, 2004). Learner models describes the (1) cognitive processes that
governs students’ interactions, (2) knowledge
gap levels between the student and expert, (3)
students’ behavior patterns, (4) students’ characteristics and profiles (Webb, et al., 2001).
Using predictive learner models, it is possible
to have an insight into the nature of the dialogical interactions and learning. Using these
models, each reasoning step can be traced, and
the misconceptions can be detected (Johnson
and Taatgen, 2005).
DiaCog uses a dialog-based learning
strategy as described and modeled in PM.
Thus, the learner model also should be dialog based to match with PM. In dialog based
learning models, analyzing the knowledge
level and learning status in ongoing dialog of
students could model students learning. Basic
natural language dialogue analysis techniques
such as calculating student turns, number of
words used in dialog turns, percentage of
words per turns by students are indication of
learning in an online platform (Core, 2003;
Rose et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2015). More
sophisticated techniques such as analyzing the
different types of speech acts or dialog moves,
structure of discourse and contextual meaning are also possible for tracking the learning in dialog (Sardareh et al., 2014; Prylipko
et al., 2014; Vail, 2014; Rotaru, et al., 2006).
The power of learner model may change
due to the sophistication of linguistic techniques that are applicable for tracking modules
in MOOCS (Forbes-Riley, 2007). For instance,
some techniques are easy to apply but not
meaningfully informative (e.g. turn counts, dialog length) while others provide much worthwhile data for modeling (e.g. speech acts)
(Bernsen, et al., 2012). Some of the techniques
are well informative and largely available in
the ITS literature to apply in for MOOCS but
they require more effort like labeling dialog
acts or designing computational algorithms
for dialog analysis and labeling of corpus.
In DiaCog, we aim to tackle the issue of
understanding deeper pragmatic properties of
dialog by providing combination of several sophisticated methodologies that enable analyz-
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ing the dialog yielding stronger learner models. Using combining techniques in DiaCog’s
proposed LM design it is possible to have sophisticated tracking functions in MOOCS systems. In DiaCog, LM may be improved further
for additional applications for more advanced
automatic adaptive MOOC functions that can
provide more specific personalized and tailored instruction in addition to the pedagogical
strategies that PM delivers as discussed above.
LM strategies for DiaCog can be constructed using machine-learning approaches
(Webb, et al., 2001). However, requirement
of explicitly labeled data is one of the biggest
challenges of machine learning approaches
for learner modeling and may be challenging
for DiaCog’s LM design. Because the correct labels may not be available from simple
observation of dialogs, these labels may require a manual coding or an algorithm for
label clustering (Fereday et al., 2006). After
determining correct labels, speech acts may
represent deeper pragmatic properties in dialog, which informs the PM about students’
status. Fortunately, DiaCog interface provides a partially shortcut solution for the issue of manual labeling of speech acts. Since
DiaCog interface requires users to indicate
their intention using speech acts specially
designed and labelled as “dialog moves” in
the dialog interaction interface, DiaCog easily understand and categorize the speech acts
when users build their expressions in ongoing dialogs (Yengin and Lazarevic, 2014).
Tracking students` learning (knowledge
status) and comparing with expert knowledge universe handled in DiaCog as illustrated in Figure 3. To track students’ learning and knowledge status, DiaCog compute
the semantic match between all ideal student
interactions in a dialog and compares it with
an expert knowledge domain map encoded.
Comparing students’ current state of learning and knowledge of content with expert
knowledge rule spaces is mapped in a QMATRIX, which enables learning-knowledge
level for tracking students (Lee and Sawaki,
2009). The use of QMATRIX is relatively
well-known technique in rule space learner
models such as the “Additive Factor Model”
(AFM) (Li et al., 2011) that is using the “Item
Response Theory” (Embretson and Reise,
2013). AFM is good model for detection of
students’ prior knowledge, which can be used
to predict later performances. DiaCog’s LM
design uses same principles for this purpose.

Figure 3. LM Design for DiaCog
To map student knowledge and compare it with expert knowledge in QMATRIX,
DiaCog needs to know whether students have
similar knowledge structures with the expert
domain knowledge. In simple words, DiaCog
needs to compare the student dialogs with the
expert knowledge. If there is a match between
student knowledge and expert knowledge; it
is mapped in QMATRIX using variables that
show the student knows a knowledge or content object. If there is no match, this is mapped,
as the student has no knowledge. If there is a
match leading a possible misconception, this
is mapped as misconception in QMATRIX.
To understand if there is any matching
or not, DiaCog must analyze the student input texts in ongoing dialogs. This function is
carried in DiaCog by a “semantic matching”
engine that measures semantic relatedness using a direct measure which is a stronger and
sophisticated technique rather than words
analysis. DiaCog “semantic matching” engine
uses “cortical.io Retina API” services to make
direct semantic comparison of the meanings
stored in students’ dialogs. Using semantic relations, DiaCog is capable to measure whether
participants of dialogs talk (know) about on
the same concepts with the expert domain
knowledge universe by applying naturallanguage processing techniques based on the
distributed representations of text segments
grounded in a neuro-computational model of
semantics (Corticalio, 2015; Chi, 2009). This
allows DiaCog to interpret students’ conceptual understanding and their meaning closeness.
Figure 4 shows a conceptual dialog mapping
of students.
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pedagogical model, DiaCog’ learner model is
demonstrated how to use the semantic match
technique to compare student knowledge and
learning with an expert knowledge domain
map to enable tracking learners’ knowledge
when they engage discussion in cognitive assistant supported MOOCS. These design decisions and techniques for pedagogical and
learning models let DiaCog to be an alternative module as cognitive assistants for tracking expert knowledge and detect student mastery levels in learning.
Figure 4. A conceptual dialog mapping
of students
According to the example QMATRIX in
Figure 4, student knowledge of apple belongs
to the knowledge space of fruits. On the other
hand, the expert knowledge domain requires
student to know/learn the apple as a concept of
computer brand Apple (just for giving an example purpose). To detect and understand this
student’s knowledge level (concept of apple)
and the potential misconception, DiaCog’s LM
should match the expert knowledge space with
students` knowledge level. For this purpose,
semantic matching engine calculates the distance scores for these knowledge objects (apple as fruit and Apple as computer brand) and
compare the scores to see how close they are
to each other. If the closeness score is less, this
means student is very close to expert knowledge space and well knows the knowledge object. If there is a great distance than that means
student doesn’t know the knowledge object. If
there is an overlap like fruit domain and computer, semantic engine calculates the overlap.
The degree of distance inexpert and student
semantic relatedness scores are calculated using to the median score of overall population
score in the system. Finally, if the overlap is
not close to expert knowledge space, then it is
labeled as misconception and encoded in this
space.

3. RESULTS
In this study, design of DiaCog application aimed for implementation as cognitive
assistant in MOOCS and discussed DiaCog’s
functions for enabling tracking students’
knowledge levels and behavior in dialogs.
The suggested pedagogical model in DiaCog
explains strategies fitting the nature of learning with dialogs in discussions. Matching the
50

4. DISCUSSIONS
DiaCog’s special design and analytical
functions opens a door for learner modeling
enabling knowledge tracking in dialogs. In future, we plan to train a student and learning
model using linguistic features derived from
DiaCog by applying machine-learning algorithms to create a model of students thinking
processes in dialogs that also can be applied
to simulate typical thinking patterns in future
dialogs then. Using such models as cognitive
assistant implementations in MOCCS may
have adaptive pedagogical strategies to the
students’ state to improve learning experience
by providing additional feedback or course
materials dynamically to the situations. Also
predictive models based on machine learning
algorithms may enable MOOCS to understand
the users’ knowledge level positions in different learning scenarios. In addition, cognitive
assistants enabled MOOCS can determine future skill levels of students so it can have a
control and guiding mechanism for the course
of learning through interactions in dialog or
other content.
In future, we are also planning to examine how well different student models perform
and generalize with different user populations
using MOOCS. We will test the effectiveness
of the DiaCog on learning by conducting experiments to validate the success of implementation and pedagogic usefulness of DiaCog in
real life.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this paper showed and
explained the design of cognitive dialog game
(DiaCog) as cognitive assistants. The tracking
and adapting abilities of DiaCog as a cognitive assistant was illustrated. The methodology of computing the semantic that match between student interactions in a dialog is used
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to inform DiaCog’s learner model. Semantic Embretson, S. E., & Reise, S. P. (2013). Item response
theory. Psychology Press. https://goo.gl/Euq1sm
fingerprint matching method used to make
Ezen-Can, A., Boyer, K. E., Kellogg, S., & Booth, S.
comparisons with expert knowledge in order
(2015, March). Unsupervised modeling for
to detect student mastery levels in learning.
understanding MOOC discussion forums: a
As a result, DiaCog tool and applied
learning analytics approach. In Proceedings of
the fifth international conference on learning
methodologies can be used for implementing
analytics and knowledge (pp. 146-150). ACM.
pedagogical and learner modeling to track and
https://www.intellimedia.ncsu.edu/wp-content/
adept students’ learning.
uploads/ezen-can-lak-2015.pdf
Finally, this paper discussed the im- Fereday, J., & Muir-Cochrane, E. (2006). Demonstrating
provements and possible experimental designs
rigor using thematic analysis: A hybrid approach
of inductive and deductive coding and theme deto advance the techniques.
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